The rapid progress of the mobile internet has been promoting the popularity of mobile devices, and mobile application development is getting more pervasive. However, the state of the art development environments has a high learning barrier for users' lack of programming experience. In this paper, instead of traditional programming environments, we take consideration of ordinary users' requirements and propose a WYSIWYG cross-platform web-component-based mobile application creation environment for ordinary users. This environment has a visual editor with a drag-and-drop web component. A web component library model is proposed to standardize customized libraries. A cross-platform application model based on web components is implemented to build applications rapidly. It helps ordinary users generate installing packages within simple operations for multiple platforms. A native plugin model is proposed to assist web components to invoke native functionalities. The experiment result shows that ordinary users could quickly start to create mobile applications in our environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Along with the global popularity of smartphones, mobile technologies have been advancing at full speed these years. A large number of mobile devices were designed and produced in a few years. Following the trend of portable, tradition devices, such as laptops and tablets, have become thinner and smaller. Smartphones have become an irreplaceable part of ordinary people's daily lives [6] , [7] , [11] , [15] , [17] , [20] , [28] , [31] . Meanwhile, the requirements of mobile applications have been increasing continuously. Nowadays, smart mobile devices provide abundant hardware tools, multiple sensors, Bluetooth, HD cameras, etc. They cooperating, several imaginative mobile applications are generated by developers to change the lives of human beings [21] - [23] , [27] .
Historically, application development is professional programmers' responsibility, namely rare people have programming expertise or get involved in an application development process. In this paper, we call those people that have no or little programming skills ordinary users. Due to the dominant position which the programmers have, most development tools are designed following their habits and knowledge The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Honghao Gao . structure. Based on the assumption that only professional programmers can create applications, traditional development tools designed and optimized surrounding the programming experience. Programming is a complicated and challenging work that demands programming skills, logic capability, professional knowledge, and long-term training. In this traditional perspective, it seems that applications creation equals to programming. However, this point of view is not real in every circumstance. Although software development ability is has existed in limited groups, creating capacity does not exist. On the contrary, a significant number of ordinary people who have experienced mobile applications might have their own opinion creating. However, the difficulties of obtaining programming skills hold them back. Ordinary users' requirements are different from the programmers. First, due to their knowledge, they prefer easy-operating and integrated GUI other than complicated functionalities. Second, they are not sensitive of the applications' performance, since their products are prototypes that are used to test functionalities and primary learning.
Ordinary users requirements could be represented by a typical situation we have considered. A designer is a typical kind of ordinary users and developers. In traditional software engineering, designers could get involved in the process of design prototypes. The method of Designing and implementation process is arranged for different staff. Designers or product managers are responsible for designing work, and they usually do not have development skills. They use designing software like Photoshop and deliver prototypes to developers.
As a consequence, these people may design the applications which are impossible to implement, or the final products are worse than expectations. The gap between designing and implementing has been preventing some creative ideas into actual applications. These problems are have not been fresh in recent years [17] . Far earlier, before the mobile internet is popular around the world, tools are generated to solve this kind of problem. FrontPage of Microsoft and Dreamweaver of Macromedia are two standard solutions aiming at users who do not code. They provide convenient and visual environments to help users get rid of complicated codes and create good-looking web pages. As the mobile internet times come, old features of these tools could not satisfy the new requirements due to the continual progress.
One of the most crucial challenges in mobile development is the fragmentation of platforms [25] . In the current situation of the mobile internet, unlike the Windows system, which has a leading role without a doubt in the desktop OS market, there does not exist an absolute winner in the mobile OS market. According to the latest statistics of netmarketshare.com [4] , in the report of desktop operating system market share, Android accounts for the most significant proportion (70.24%) in the report of mobile operating system market share pie chart. Next comes iOS, which makes up 28.34%. Windows Phone, Java ME, BlackBerry, Symbian, and others take up less than 2%, respectively. These statistics respect the reality that creating applications one time covering all mobile devices is a complicated project. Different platforms require different development frameworks that are incompatible with each other. Even for professional programmers, it is nearly impossible to handle all the development frameworks at the same time.
Consequently, the development tools field shows the fragmentation situation as mobile platforms do. To address these issues, researchers have proposed several solutions. The most popular one recently is based on modern web technologies aiming at professional programmers and not friendly enough for ordinary users to learn and use. Cross-platform is a nonnegligible requirement for an ordinary users' development environment [29] .
In this paper, we study the preferences of the ordinary users and propose a WYSIWYG web-component-based crossplatform mobile application development environment. The main contributions of us are: 1) We identify the present problems of mobile development for ordinary users and specify requirements, which are graphical development, automatic tools, and cross-platform.
2) We propose the cross-platform mobile development environment based on web component assemble and relative models to address these issues. The visual editor helps users assemble and configure web components visually. A novel component library model is included to standardize customized libraries. The native plugin model, as a functional extension of web components, supports invoking native functionalities of operating systems. The automatic application creation approach supports users rapidly building applications for multiple platforms.
3)We conduct practical experiments in a group of ordinary users, and the results show the outperforming usability and convenience of our environments.
II. RELATED WORK A. PROGRAMMING-BASED DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT
Traditional development environments have been historically designing aiming at professional developers based on programming. The programming-based development environment follows the developer-centered designing principles on the base of which a series of measures have been taken to optimize the user experience. Mobile platforms' mainstream development environments are typical developercentered designed. Android development environments have two optional choices, which are Eclipse and Android Studio, which are both inherited from traditional JAVA development environments and embedded with Android SDK relative tools [1] . Moreover, the iOS development environment directly continues the macOS development environment, XCode, with relative tools and compilers integrated. These continuous design above ensures that developers with relative languages' coding experiences could rapidly handle the mobile applications development, at the same time, keeps the limitations of desktop development environments [36] .
The limitation is that programming skill and development operations are too complex to cultivate for ordinary users. Programming is a systematic ability that requires not only expertly handling corresponding programming language but abundant knowledge of data structure and operating system, while ordinary users do not have enough relevant experiences to understand the concepts. Traditional development Environments are not appropriate for ordinary users to use since their operation processes do not conform to ordinary users' operating habits and knowledge structure. Code template, project generators, configuration forms, and other automatic code generation have been proposed to facilitate and speed up the application development process. These approaches lower the level of development difficulty to some degree by helping developers reduce repetitive work and automatically generating code blocks; however, they can not solve the fundamental problems.
B. VISUAL DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT
To address these issues, several solutions are proposed to improve traditional development environments [32] . Visual designer, a graphical drag-and-drop tool or plugin, has been widely used in multiple mobile development environments to facilitate designing the GUI process. Based on the prototype of the visual designer, some products have gone further in the graphical programming field. Current graphical programming tools use the visual component as a basic designing unit in typical [16] . Current graphical development products use a visual component as a basic designing unit to make up an application. A visual component is an ordinary users' conceptualization of an interactive single purpose application with one or more functionalities for displaying and updating local or remote data, packaged in a way to allow discovery, instantiation, and combination in a unified runtime environment. In order to support the application development via components, a component could not only run as a stand-alone application but has a communication interface to compose together and operate with each other.
In practical research, visual components are widely applied to composite services and applications [18] . Reference [8] implements MashMaker, which is a visual service orchestration tool. Reference [13] proposed a semantic-based composition platform for various services and applications. Reference [12] proposed a visual components composition environment to development composite service. Reference [10] implements a service creation environment on mobile devices named MicroApp. MIT App Inventor [14] is an intuitive, visual programming environment that allows everyone, even children, to build fully functional applications for Android smartphones and tablets. These products have common problems unsolved. Firstly, only single specific platforms are supported. Secondly, functionalities of visual components are limited in GUI designing.
C. WEB COMPONENTS
As mentioned below, development environments only support a single specified operating system. This situation leads to a result of adapting to all the platforms; repeated works are required even for applications with the same appearances and functionalities. Different mobile platforms demand an utterly different SDK and developing framework. This work is far beyond ordinary users' abilities. Cross-platform is proposed to address the fragmentation issue of mobile platforms. It is a development concept indicating a rapidly developing process without considering platform differences [30] . Web components are custom, reusable, encapsulated as HTML tags to use in web pages and web applications. Custom components will work across modern browsers and can be used with any JavaScript library or framework that works with HTML. A web application is a kind of mobile application based on pure web technologies running in a browser to simulate native application known as native development following the traditional framework. The web application is a popular solution to cross-platform [26] .
AppGyver Composer [2] is an online cross-platform mobile development tool that combines graphical programming and with the web-based cross-platform solution. It provides users visual development editor for GUI and its logic. Draggable components are supported, and users could custom their HTML tags and JavaScript. While it has solved the available issue, it exposes a critical negative point of Web App, which is, lacks support for native APIs invocation. Native APIs are a series of service interfaces providing hardware functionalities of the mobile platforms, such as camera, sensors, Wi-fi, Bluetooth, and so on, with-out which would severely limit the development of diverse mobile applications. Since the limitation of the browser interface, Web Apps could not invoke all the functionalities of native APIs.
PhoneGap is a solution to bridge the gap between JavaScript interface and native functionalities of the mobile application platforms by proposing a hybrid application framework to enable web technologies supporting enable we techniques developing cross-platform mobile applications. By using PhoneGap, developers can create an application for each of the platforms using a single code base. It allows developers to focus on creating a great experience instead of authoring complex platform compatibility layers. Based on this framework, several integrated development environments are proposed to support web-based cross-platform mobile application development. DCloud HBuilder [3] is a mobile hybrid application development tool aiming at programmers. It integrated various functionalities to accelerate the development process and simplify the programming work with cross-platform application creation supported. Same as other development environments, it does not go further of supporting ordinary users' development.
III. PROPOSED ENVIRONMENT AND MODELS
In this section, we introduce the overall architecture and the detailed principle of our proposed models including the web component library model, native plugin model, crossplatform application model.
A. ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW
The proposed environment is developed as a web application that could be accessed on any device with browsers. Figure 1 shows the overview architecture, which is divided into three functional components: library repository, visual editor, and server module. These components are based on the OSGi framework, a dynamic module system for Java, enabling a model where an application is composed of several components packaged in bundles, communicating with each other through service interfaces of the framework, reducing system complexity and achieving loose coupling.
1) LIBRARY REPOSITORY
The library repository is characterized as a series of web component libraries. A library is a web component container encapsulated in an independent bundle of the OSGi framework maintaining the essential data that defines a web component collection. As shown in figure 2, all available libraries are dynamically loaded and registered to the service registry by the OSGi framework. The library manager in the server module discovers libraries from the service registry during the execution time. The component palette in the visual editor determines web components' descriptions and renders them on GUI. An API library provides a service interface for other The palette offers a toolkit that helps assemble and configure web components. The palette is composed of three subcomponents, component palette, property palette, and event palette. The component palette shows users' available web components' icons and brief descriptions. When users drag an icon to the visual editor, it accesses the implementation's location from metadata and generates an instance. The property palette provides a visual configuration for appearance properties. The event palette allows users to configure node event functions, including native plugins, which provide interfaces to invoke native functionalities, such as Bluetooth, camera, gyroscope, and so on. The file operation module offers a series of visual tools to operate users' projects, including le uploading, native plugin upload, and application build. File up-load provides a simple approach to add resources like image and multi-media to applications. Native plugin upload allows users to customize functionalities with native interface following the native plugin model, which will be described in detail below. Application build is the core component to realize the last step of the fast development process, creating installing package, and cross-platform compatibility. It allows end-users to generate installing packages of multiple mobile platforms for one user project via simple visual operations.
3) SERVER MODULE
The server module includes a series of bundles that implement the back-end business logic including server manager, user manager, library manager, request router and resource manager. The server manager reads server configurations in order to start a web container and instantiates other managers. The user manager is responsible for user authentication and modification. The library manager discovers registered web component libraries from the OSGi service registry and loads them into the web container. The request router accepts the requests from the visual IDE and distributes them to corresponding handlers. The resource manager stores user data, native plugin data, application template data, and server configuration. User data records the metadata and project les of every user. Plugin les are resource les and basic information, including plugin name and function list of users' plugins. Particularly, for native plugins, some other resources are required. Application template data is the essential resources of building installing packages. The major resources of building resource include execution script, template project, and log les. For native plugins data and template project data, Android version and iOS version are separately stored, which is available adapting to users' different choices.
B. WEB COMPONENT LIBRARY MODEL
A web component is implemented via web technologies instantiated as a customized reusable DOM node, namely an HTML tag, running in the web browser environment standardized by W3C through all platforms, from desktops to mobile devices, so it is the foundation of cross-platform development. A web component could be a functional control or a page template that could make up a mobile application. Figure 2 shows a standard web component library model.
A typical web component consists of an OpenAjax metadata (OAM) file [5] , and implementation le, and HTML templates. The OAM represents a set of industry-standard metadata defined by the OpenAjax Alliance that enhances the interoperability across AJAX toolkits and AJAX products [19] . Each web component corresponds to an individual OAM file that describes the metadata, including a unique ID, library name, requiring libraries, context, and other optional properties, to instantiate a web component on the visual editor. The implementation le is associated with its metadata le that defines AMD(Asynchronous Module Definition) module inherited the web component model in the API library, providing the base interface. It asynchronously imports remote module via RequireJS interface and accesses web resources through XMLHttpRequest. The HTML template offers a frame in the rendering phase.
A standard library is implemented as an OSGi bundle consisting of metadata, resources, and owned web components. The metadata part maintains three primary components, bundle manifest, library package, and component list. The bundle manifest file records the configuration data, including library location, identifier, etc., to define an OSGi bundle that is registered to the service registry. The OSGi service registry loads libraries to the server according to this le. The component lists le records all available web components in this library, declaring the essential information to identify and locate them, including corresponding name, type, icon, properties, and a brief description that would be rendered in the component palette. The library package le describes the essential information of the library, including library name, version, dependencies, overlays, and relative directories. Resources of the library offer all the necessary dependencies, images, media files, and font libraries used for instantiating web components.
C. NATIVE PLUGIN MODEL
Native plugins provide interfaces to web components while having a channel accessing OS service interfaces, which set up a bridge between web components and native functionalities. A typical native plugin consists of the following five essential components:
-An identifier represents a platform this plugin supports, such as iOS or Android; -A function list indicating the available interfaces for web components to invoke; -A configuration le for the package template project: It varies according to different platform standards. For the Android platform, it represents the properties of the permission and project plugin. For iOS, it represents the configuration of the source class.
-Resource files including essential JavaScript libraries, images, CSS files and other necessary JavaScript files executing in the Webview end; -Prime class source files running in the OS end. JavaScript libraries in the resource files communicate with class and provide interfaces via JSBridge protocol [9] for web components that implement the data exchange between web components and OS.
Native plugins could be configured via binding corresponding JavaScirpt inter-face to specified web components and triggered by the event engine. The native plugin data is stored in the server layer managed by the resource module. When rendering environment GUI, the view layer sends requests to get the plugin list and show it in the visual editor. When building a mobile application, the corresponding native plugins are copied to the application package template according to users' configurations.
D. CROSS-PLATFORM APPLICATION MODEL
In this section, we introduce our proposed cross-platform application model (CAM) and its internal principle.
1) CAM OVERVIEW
As figure 2 shows, a CAM consists of an app container and an application template corresponding to free platforms. The app container provides an instantiation and execution environment for web components. An app container has an HTML file where web components' instantiations reside, an event engine and resource files including a configuration le, recording a native plugin list and application properties and runtime dependencies.
The application template is a native application wrapper for app containers. According to different platforms, templates are divided into multiple versions, but there are common parts for each template. It provides a WebView environment with page parser and the web interface for executing app containers. It maintains a configuration le ruling application properties and permissions. A native plugin library is included to provide web components with interfaces invoking native functionalities.
2) WEB COMPONENT COMMUNICATION MECHANISM
In this section, we describe the web component communication mechanism in the cross-platform application framework in detail. The communication mechanism defines data transmission approaches to web components' instantiations. Figure 2 shows the primary communication mechanism during runtime. Web components' implementations generate instantiations via creating HTML nodes in the app containers, and multi-data channels are available to obtain data from other components, web service, or operating systems. Communication mainly includes the following three categories:
Component-to-Component: Web components could communicate with each other through a pub/sub interface embedded in the corresponding app container and provides a pub/sub interface to exchange data.
Component-to-OS: Web components could access OS interfaces via native plugins, as mentioned above. Through this channel providing by native plugins, the OS end could receive, resolve and respond to the data from the WebVeiw end.
Component-to-Web: Web components could send RESTful requests to remote servers for data via AJAX interface providing by the dependent libraries and the WebView interface.
Event-Driven Composition Web component composition is a process of assembling instantiations and transforming them into mobile applications [24] . The composition process has two steps.: The First first one is the GUI assemble, namely to place the individual web components together via the drag-and-drop operations according to the conventional logic and users' requirements; The second one is the connection establishing, building connections among web components to make mobile applications working properly using web component communication mechanisms [33] - [35] .
Connection establishing is according to an event-driven model based on the event engine. It provides a pub/sub communication channel. An event is a message with a topic name produced by a web component's instances and other instances could monitor this topic to handle it. A standard event could de ne as a tuple:
Target is a web component instance, the publisher, which generates an event. The topic is a string to describe the event type according to which subscriber's monitor the event and the event engine dispatch message. The object is a JavaScript object carrying data that Target supposes to transmit.
The event engine is a JavaScript object with the pub/sub interface in charge of message transmission and management. The interface allows web components to generate topics and dispatch to subscribers or establish listeners to subscribe to specific topics and create corresponding handler functions. These two interfaces could describe as two JavaScript functions:
Publish(topic; object); subscribe(topic; callback)
The event engine maintains a topic list and a listener list. When the specific event comes up, that is, the target web component invokes publish interface to trigger a topic, the event engine checks the topic list, then traverses the listener list and invokes the callback functions successively, so the web components which subscribe it could receive the message and trigger the corresponding handlers.
3) APPLICATION BUILD APPROACH
The application build service is encapsulated in the server module transparent for users. We define an application template as a collection of essential files to assist application creation. The resource manager on the server side maintains application templates and corresponding package scripts for different platforms. Users send requests via GUI controls in the le operation area. When a package request is submitted, the create package handler in the server-side receives parameters of the platform option, and the app container is copied from the user's directory to the corresponding application template. Meanwhile, a native plugin list maintained by the VOLUME 8, 2020 app container recording applied native plugins in the project is read, and the corresponding resources of native plugins are copied to the native plugin library maintained by the template. Configuration le and dependencies of the app container is imported into the application template. The corresponding package script is executed to generate the apk or ipa that responds to the client.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
We implement our proposed environment based on an implementation of the OSGi framework, Eclipse Equinox. Web components are implemented based on DOJO mobile toolkit. Native plugins and application creation approaches are implemented based on Apache Cordova. The environment supports running on different desktop OS, such as Windows, Mac OS, and Linux. Besides, it could be deployed on remote servers and accessed by local browsers. In this paper, we demonstrate the functionalities on a Lenovo laptop. Figure 2 shows the visual editor page. In the central position of the page is the app container. This part is the area where users assemble applications' page elements and layout. It supports two display mode, graphics mode, and source code mode. On the right of the page is the palette tab bar. On the left of the page is the le operation area.
V. DEMONSTRATION
In this section, we demonstrate the process of customizing web components and native plugins and create an application using them. We create Bluetooth relative web components and create a Bluetooth application through the following procedures. The main requirements of it are controlling Bluetooth switch, counting step numbers on smartphones, and discovering nearby smart devices such as smart shoes.
Customize Web Components and Native Plugins: This step is transparent for ordinary users in normal circumstance. We demonstrate this process brie y to show how to import the extended web component libraries and the native plugins. First, we create a new web component library, namely an OSGi bundle with a service activator and essential configuration les, in the root directory of EasyApp. Second, we add a web component to the library, including its meta-data, resources and implementation le. At last, we complete the GUI in the visual editor. The component palette information is recorded in a configuration le in JSON. In this case, we add a library tab with a component item to the palette definition le. We create a new JSON object to de ne a new tab and item to show in the palette.
To implement the native function, we need a Bluetooth native plugin. We create a new directory to save native plugin's resource les. We implement Bluetooth functionalities in Java and encapsulate JavaScript interface for each of them. We place JavaScript les and Java les in separated folders and three configure les in the directory. Finally, we compress the directory as a zip le and upload it to the environment.
Component Assemble and Application Build As is shown in figure 4(a) and 4(b), create a new project in the visual editor and drag the new web component to the app container modifying size and position, then configure its native plugin in the palette. Finally, click android package button to get the installer and send it to an Android phone to test as is shown in figure 4(c) to 4(e).
VI. EVALUATION
The goal of this evaluation is to demonstrate the effectivity for ordinary users of our environment compared to other proposals. Since the special requirements of ordinary users, we did not add performance the objective of the cross-platform applications. Therefore, we use the development speed and users' experience score as the major objectives.
To evaluate the usability of EasyApp, we have an experiment compared with two tools, MIT App Inventor and EasyApp. We organized 22 users without programming expertise from Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications to watch a video tutorial and complete three tasks about developing similar applications in two environments, then fill a questionnaire to score their experience for each tool. The result of accuracy and efficiency is shown in figure 5 (a) and 5(b). For four tasks, participants all complete faster in EasyApp than in MIT App Inventor. In the end, participants completed 64 tasks correctly in EasyApp while 60 tasks correctly in MIT App Inventor. We computed the average score and the result is shown in figure 5(c) . After the development process, every participant filled a questionnaire with three categories questions about the overall, GUI and operation of the development experience which include five possible answers: 1 (strongly disagree), 2 (disagree), 3 (neutral), 4 (agree), and 5 (strongly agree). Figure 5(d) shows the average scores of each category. The overall and the operation have an obvious superiority over MIT AppInventor and the GUI score obtains the same score.
From the result, we can see that EasyApp is a friendly enough for end-users and perform better in some fields compared to other tools.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a WYSIWYG cross-platform mobile applications development environment for ordinary users. We describe the architecture and implementation in detail.
It provides users an easy-operating visual editor, abundant web component libraries and native plugins, and an automatic application creation approach. Summarizing the above, our proposed environment has learned from traditional development environments and improved the functionalities to be friendlier to ordinary users.
Future work mainly includes three aspects. First is aiming at the functionalities of the environment, which is expanding the web component libraries to meet various requirements. JavaScript has been growing mature with the progress of web techniques, and a significant number of excellent frameworks have been released. We are expecting to import more frameworks and libraries to enrich the diversity of the web component libraries to give end-user more options. The second is to increase the cross-platform applications' execution efficiency and support more mobile platforms. We are expecting to adapt to mobile cloud application development. The third is to make the creation process more automatic via planning and learning technologies. JUNLIANG CHEN is currently a Professor with the Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications. His research interest includes service creation technology. He was elected as a member of the Chinese Academy of Science, in 1991, and the Chinese Academy of Engineering, in 1994.
